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China’s new long-term development plan, set to be ratified in early 2021,
has placed sustainability in the centre seat. It was heralded by the
government’s recent pledge to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060 and
represents a doubling down of the economy’s shifting priority from
“growth” to “quality”. The spotlight on sustainability is expected to alter
market fundamentals, leading to new opportunities and pitfalls in the
capital market. The purpose of this paper is to synthesise a highconviction view on this transformation.
Key takeaways:
▪

Section I. China’s structural shift toward sustainability. The shift to
sustainability and sustainable growth is a logical policy choice supported
by changes in China’s economic structure, demand-side tastes, and
strategic needs. The twin pillars of growth under China’s new “normal” –
domestic consumption and investments in innovation – are both
synergistic with sustainability. On the demand-side, there is growing
importance of a younger and wealthier middle class, who are broadly
“green consumers”. Strategically, sustainability is a key domestic social
issue and a new frontier for China’s soft-power engagement abroad.

▪

Section II. Market poised for change. The top-down transmission of
the national agenda for sustainability will be rapid, owing to the existence
of an already comprehensive regulatory framework and recently realigned
enforcement mechanisms; the implementation of improved ESGdisclosure requirements that directly drives the adoption of ESG; the
State’s indirect influence on the behaviour of issuers; and the emerging
corporate finance incentives for sustainability.

▪

Section III. Capital market opportunities. As policy, issuers, and
investors align toward sustainability, the ensuing demand for sustainability
assets will dislocate the market pricing of the “sustainability factor”,
thereby creating alpha opportunities. Before the quality of ESG data
improves, a high-conviction, value-driven, and fundamentals-based
approach will be essential to unlock this value.
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I. China’s Structural Shift
Toward Sustainability

Sustainability and sustainable growth
“Sustainability” is broadly defined to encompass both
“environmental sustainability” and “sustainable
growth”. Sustainable development enables societies to
“meet the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (WCED).

Growth and sustainability: from
contest to synergy
Chinese policymaking is characterised by very long time
horizons, reflecting the patience of an ancient civilisation
and the confidence of a continuous authority. When Deng
Xiaoping flung open the gates of China in early 1980s, his
vision had spanned sixty years, coinciding with a full cycle
of the lunar calendar. The goal of the first thirty years would
be to “get rich at all cost”, and the second thirty years would
be dedicated to pursuing “universal prosperity”. Although
“sustainability” is a relatively new concept, its core themes
of a healthy living environment and long-term stable growth
are also key for the latter part, which gradually came into
focus as China grew wealthier.
China’s evolving national agenda has stayed remarkably
on-schedule with Deng’s vision. These are articulated by
Five-Year Plans (FYP) that set medium-term targets and
decades-long themes. The 6th to the 10th FYPs, covering the
first 25 years of reform up to 2005, had primarily specified
GDP-related goals such as the miles of roads to be built and
the target growth rate of net exports. 2006’s 11th FYP was
the first to introduce environmental and social objectives.
By the time that Xi assumed power in 2012, China’s
aspiration to become an “ecolFrom ogical civilization” was
enshrined in the Constitution, and even more importantly,
“sustainable development” had been listed as one of China’s
six “Core Interests”.1 The central theme of the 14th FYP to
be ratified in March 2021 will be the most emphatic step yet
in the sustainability pivot.2 It was preceded by Xi Jinping’s
recent pledge at the U.N. to peak carbon emissions before
2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2060.3

The old dilemma
Environmental issues had long been on the radar of Chinese
policymakers. The forerunner of China’s version of EPA
was originally established in 1973 – only three years behind
its US counterpart.4 However, it was not a priority. At the
Announced in 2011 official “White Paper on China’s Peaceful Development”. Other “Core
Interests” include state sovereignty, national security, territorial integrity, national reunification,
and social stability.
2 Tony Baxter and Yao Zhe, “The 14th Five Year Plan: what ideas are on the table?”, China
Dialogue, 7 Aug. 2019
3 “Xi Focus: Xi announces China aims to achieve carbon neutrality before 2060”, Xinhua, 23
Sept. 2020
4 The State Council launched an “Environmental Protection Leadership Group” after
attending the First U.N. Conference on Human Environment. This was the forerunner of
the current Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE)
5 World Bank
6 See Ligang Song et. al. ed. “China’s Domestic Transformation in a Global Context”, Social
Sciences Academic Press (China), 2015
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cusp of China’s economic reform beginning in 1979, the
pressing concern was the 770 million (81% of China’s
population) below the poverty line 5 and the threat of
succumbing to a “poverty trap” as stagnant income, flat
productivity, and low capital stock (and savings) fed into a
vicious cycle.6 In order to break through, Deng announced
the doctrine of “pragmatism”, articulated by his dictum: “it
doesn’t matter if it is a white or a black cat, as long as it
catches mice, it is a good cat”. This was a liberating directive
that helped end dogmatic squabbles and foster productive
relationships to be built with former ideological adversaries.
Over the next ten years, China became the second
biggest recipient of Foreign Direct Investments (FDI)
among developing countries7 and was transformed from an
agrarian economy into a manufacturing powerhouse. Profits
from exports were reinvested into infrastructure building, in
turn boosting productivity and generating higher profits. 8
This virtuous cycle raised GDP per capita by 65x in PPP
terms since 19809 and reduced the number of rural poor to
just 5.51 million by 2019.10 China has now ascended as an
“upper middle-income economy,11 boasting 170,000 km of
expressways (the largest in the world) that link even remote
townships with freshly asphalted roads.12
The environment became the collateral damage of
economic progress. Overall CO2 emissions grew 4-5%
YOY from 2011-2020; 10.06 GT of CO2 was emitted in
2018 alone – more than the combined emissions of US,
India, and Russia. 13 China also became both the biggest
producer and importer of the world’s plastic waste. 75% of
total global traded plastic waste was imported annually until
a ban in 2018.14 Yangtze, the world’s top polluting river, still
accounts for 4% of ocean plastic pollution alone.

Averaging US $40-45 billion annually in the 1990’s, accounting for about 30% of all FDI in
developing countries. See Harm Zebregs and Wanda Tseng, “Foreign Direct Investment in
China”, IMF, Feb. 2002
8 See an overview in Justin Yi Fu Lin, “New Structural Economics: A Framework for
Rethinking Development”, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper, No. 5197, 2011
9 From Int$ 313 in 1980 to Int$ 20,273 in 2019. National Bureau of Statistics of China Census
10 “China’s poverty line is not as stingy as commentators think”, The Economist, 18 Jun. 2020
11 Per UN Country classification
12 China Ministry of Transportation
13 IEA Atlas of Energy
14After China banned the imports of these waste, an estimated 111 million metric tonnes of
plastic waste will be displaced by 2030. Our World in Data
7
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China’s reputation abroad suffered as it came to be
known as the world’s worst polluter. Yet, the widely-held
domestic view was that pollution was necessary for GDP
growth, and that it would be unfair to forbid China to
pollute when the developed world has done its fair share of
pollution. China’s official position was that it should be
subject to a “common but differentiated responsibilities
principle”, commensurate with its developing nation
status.15 Indeed, on a CO2 per capita basis, China currently
ranks as the 12th in the world and still account for a fraction
of the cumulative pollution of either European countries or
the US.

uncoordinated, and unsustainable” in the long run.16 The
steady decline of China’s growth rates and a rising debt-toGDP ratio signalled that China had entered a “new
normal”. 17 It prompted the leadership to charter a new
course to “rebalance” toward a “circular economy” based
on domestic consumption. The subsequent path had not
been smooth: the Great Financial Crisis initially forced the
government to maintain a lax credit to stimulate growth;
then the resulting debt exacerbated the perils of a bubble,
which were only alleviated by an arguably overzealous
deleveraging campaign that put oversized dampers on
growth.18

China is the world’s worst polluter, but not on a per capita basis

However, the two underlying trends persisted:
economic upgrading and demographic transition. This duo
of supply-push and demand-pull factors have created a new
equilibrium in which sustainability is aligned with economic
objectives. The 14th FYP makes this official. It is set to
continue with consumption growth and refocus
investments toward innovation and infrastructureupgrading, both of which are highly synergistic with
sustainability: a consumption-based economy has lower
carbon intensity per unit of GDP output, and innovating
investments will heavily entail green technology. In Xi’s
own words: “green mountains are essentially gold
mountains”.19

China’s cumulative CO2 emissions are still much smaller than US
and Europe historically still lag behind developed nations

Synergy under a “new normal”
As China progressed to be on par with developed nations
and as its common aspiration grows from trying to secure
the proverbial “next meal” to pursuing better quality of life,
the balance of interests between short-term needs and longterm welfare has shifted. In 2007, China officially
recognised that its export-led and low-end investmentdriven growth would be “unstable, unbalanced,
This states that while all countries should address climate change issues, the different
capabilities of the countries should matter. Developed nations have more historical
responsibility and capability than developing countries that face other challenges such as
poverty reduction, so the onus is more on them. “China reaffirms the key principle of
‘common but differentiated responsibility’”, People’s Daily, 1 Dec. 2015
16 National People’s Congress in March 2007
17 2014 Central Economic Working Conference
15

The rise of sustainable
consumption
In relative terms, China has made notable progress in its
growth rebalancing. Public and private consumption has
accounted for the lion’s share of GDP over the past eight
years. Its relationship with the world has changed
accordingly – no longer the “world’s factory” but its biggest
retail market, at $5.6 trillion in 2019 – $100 billion bigger
than the US.20 Most US investments into China now focus
on selling into China rather than outsourcing. 21 In 2018,
sales of US firms were close to $600 billion, overshadowing
the $539.5 billion worth of goods the US imported from
China. The appetite for Apple products alone is worth on
average $13 billion per quarter.22
In 2020, China’s 900 million online shoppers were
responsible for over $2 trillion in e-commerce alone. 23
COVID barely made a dent on consumption. Auto and
online sales both posted double-digit YOY growth since

Yan Wang, “China In The Next Five Years”, Alpine Macro, 9 Sept. 2020
“Experts applaud shift to sustainable model”, China Daily, 9 Feb. 2018
20 CEIC
21 “The Dimensions of Decoupling”, Gavekal Dragonomics, 2020
22 Apple Inc. annual reports
23 eMarketer
18
19
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March 2020. 24 The “singles day” sales by Alibaba and
JD.com also set record highs at $115 billion in total.25.

FYP. This would allow the 300 million-strong migrant
workers to receive social benefits.32

China’s consumption rebalance has largely succeeded

China’s consumption story is driven by real income growth and higher
proportion of discretionary spending

A ballooning middle class that drives rising
consumption
The growth in consumption has been fuelled both by rising
incomes that enabled greater discretionary spending and a
gradual long-term correction of China’s chronic savings glut.
Medium income has been rising at an annual nominal rate
of 11% since 2010,26 contributing to the improvement and
expansion of a 400 million-strong middle class. 27 On
average, urban households now spend only 25% of income
on food, compared to 50% in 2000. 28 This trend will
continue. By consensus estimates, China’s middle class will
add more consumption in the next decade than the US and
Western Europe combined.29 In light of the IMF’s recent
projection that China will be the only major economy to
grow on a YOY basis in 2020 and 8.2% for the next year,30
this group will be important for global growth too.
On the savings side, net household savings rate has
come down from a high of 39% in 2010 to 36% in 2016.31
This has helped amplify the spending power of Chinese
consumers. Further savings depression could be expected.
First, consistent with the Life Cycle Hypothesis, as the
highest income earning group ages, savings rate tends to fall
(they no longer make as much as they did before, but
expenditure stays the same, if not increase e.g. higher
healthcare cost). Second, gradual improvements in China’s
social safety net will continue to reduce precautionary
savings. A critical piece of this puzzle is Hukou reform
which has been affirmed as another objective of the 14th
Sinology
CK Tan and Nikki Sun, “Alibaba’s Singles Day sales set record $74bn with help from
livestreaming”, Nikkei Asia, 11 Nov. 2020
26 China National Bureau of Statistics
27 Based on National Bureau of Statistics definition of middle-income earners, who earn
monthly income of CNY 2,000 to CNY 5,000
28 “China and the world: Inside the dynamics of a changing relationship 2019”, Mckinsey
Global Institute, 2019
29 Ibid. (Mckinsey Global Institute, 2019)
30 IMF China profile, Oct. 2020
31 Trading Economics, Nov. 2020
32 China Labour Bulletin, 2020
24
25

The rise in the middleclass overlaps with the increasing
importance of millennials. As a result of both organic
income growth and wealth transfers, the share of urban
consumption by millennials has been growing at an annual
rate of 11% since 2011.33 By 2021, this group is expected to
account for over half of all urban consumption. Chinese
urban millennials share similar spending patterns as those in
OECD countries 34 : they are “conscientious” 35 and
“savvy”36. In 2016, the China Chain Store and Franchise
Association conducted a wide-ranging survey in 10 cities,
which concluded that 70% of Chinese consumers identified
as potential practitioners of sustainable consumption.37
The conclusion is supported by private sector research.
AliResearch found that in 2017, 16.2% of Alibaba’s online
shoppers, or 66 million customers, were willing to pay
upwards of 33% more for sustainable products.38 JD.com,
sampling from its 266 million customers, found that the
“green consumer group” had been growing at 59.2% YOY
over the past five years and the premium rate for green
products continue to rise.39 These consumers are not merely
conscientious, but are brand-sensitive and sophisticated.
For instance, 60% of consumers in large cities say they
check ingredient labels before purchase. 40 An interesting
anecdote is the viral popularity of “Ant Forest” – an app
created by Ant Financial that gamifies carbon footprint
“Understanding China’s new consuming class – the millennials”, Fung Business Intelligence,
Jun. 2017
34 The 2017 BlackRock Global Investor Pulse survey found that 67% of millennials want
investments to reflect their social and environmental values.
35 “Five Profiles that Explain China’s Consumer Economy”, AliResearch / BCG, 2017
36 Ibid. (Mckinsey Global Institute, 2019)
37 Yan Li, Lei Zhang, and Min Jin, “Report on Consumer Awareness and Behaviour Change
in Sustainable Consumption”, One Planet Network
38 Ibid. (AliResearch / BCG, 2017)
39 “Chinese Consumers Embrace Sustainable Consumption”, JD.com, 23 Jan. 2018
40 China consumer report 2020, McKinskey Global Institute
33
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tracking. Within three years of it launching, it had
accumulated 500 million users and helped reduce CO2
emissions by 7.9 million metric tonnes.41
The rise of middle class increasingly comprises of millennials

A greener supply-side
The spread of sustainable consumer appetite is in lockstep
with the suitability for sustainability on the supply-side. First,
a consumption-based economy corresponds with sectors
that are inherently less carbon intensive. Second, China’s
new investments are increasingly directed toward
innovation and infrastructure upgrading, which directly
improve sustainability.

The decoupling of GDP growth and energy
demand

Sustainable policies can also directly shape consumer
preferences. For instance, today it is practically impossible
to register a plate for ICE cars in top tier Chinese cities.
Coupled with government subsidies for EV purchases, EV
sales have been fast growing. After a dip in February 2020
due to COVID, sales bounced back by September, selling
109,000 EVs over the month (a growth of 25.8% YOY).
The total is expected to reach 1.2 million vehicles 2020 and
set a record of 1.7-1.8 million by 2021.42
The consumer preference for sustainability is likely to
be a permanent feature, indicative of a fundamental shift in
demand pattern. Academic studies have found that
consumer preferences shaped from an early stage tends to
persist,43 so millennials will unlikely abandon this preference
as they age (especially their offspring will effectively extend
their time horizons) and that younger generations are
brought up with even greater green conscience.

“mayi senlin shang xian san zhou nian, 5 yi yong hu leiji tan jian pai 792 wan dun”
[AntForest online for three years, 500 million users reduced carbon emissions by 7.9 million
tonnes”], TechWeb, 27 Aug. 2019
42 Soochow Securities, 13 Sept. 2020
43 See e.g. Ulrike Malmendier and Stefan Nagel, “Learning from Inflation Experiences”, Apr.
2013, which provides evidence that the experience of low stock returns or high inflation
permanently affects investors’ behaviors with respect to those risks.
41

The bulk of pollution comes from energy production, which
depends on two factors: the carbon intensity of the energy
source and the economy’s intensity of energy consumption.
China’s high levels of pollution has been due to both its
dependence on high carbon intensity coal and high energyconsuming manufacturing exports: coal accounts for 75.5%
of total CO2 emissions from 2000 to 201844 and industry
alone accounted for 77.9% of total coal use.45
Energy generation is the biggest source of CO2 emission

The relationship between the intensity of energy
consumption (measured as the increase in energy demand
by a point increase of economic output) and
macroeconomic structure is well understood.46 Studies have
found that a developing economy dependent on
manufacturing (particularly lower-end) and infrastructure
construction, which requires steel and cement production,
has twenty times greater carbon intensity than a netimporting consumption-based economy with greater share
of tertiary (service) industries.47 Therefore, while aggregate
energy demand rises with GDP, the carbon intensity of
consumption tends to fall.

“How is China Managing its Greenhouse Gas Emissions?”, China Power
IEA
46 See an overview in Kais Saidi and Sami Kammami, “The impact of CO2 emissions and
economic growth on energy consumption in 58 countries”, Energy Reports, Nov. 2015
47 Namit Sharma, Bram Smeets, and Christer Tryggestad, “The decoupling of GDP and
energy growth: A CEO guide”, McKinsey Quarterly, 24 Apr. 2019
44
45
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Energy demand rises with GDP, but carbon intensity declines

This timeline has already been established – the government
has set the target of meeting 20% of the energy demand with
renewable sources by 2030. This amounts to an estimated
renewables generation capacity of between 1,116 to 1,174
mega tonne coal-equivalent (Mtce). 53 Before the energy
infrastructure can be completely overhauled, the practical
solution must include improving the efficiency of existing
coal technologies.
Timeline for establishing 14th FYP renewable energy development

Weaning off the coal addiction
Compared to natural gas, coal produces 150 to 400 times
more PM for the same energy delivered.48 China’s voracious
appetite for coal – having consumed more than the rest of
the world combined since 2011, has been alarming to
environmental watchers. 49 The concern was heightened
when China retracted a construction ban on new coalpowered plants. Currently, 231 plants are either in preconstruction or construction phase, altogether amounting
to 204 GW of energy – equal to the total energy supply of
Italy.50 This situation is largely the result of China’s natural
endowments. Coal is the only fossil fuel China has in
abundance, 51 and the only energy source China could be
self-reliant on. This makes it the cheapest option, priced
only after distribution-limited hydro-generated power.
Coal is the only fossil fuel China could achieve energy autarky with.
It is also the most widely available and cost-efficient option

Observing China’s coal program more closely, there has
been an improving trend. First, as a share of China’s total
energy supply, coal’s contribution has declined from its peak
of 68% in 2012 to the mid-fifties this year. This was less a
reduction of coal-based energy than meeting incremental
energy demand with non-coal sources. Second, all new
plants constructed are “ultra-supercritical” plants, intended
to replace older, less efficient plants.54
The overall trend seems to suggest that China is on
track to meet its carbon goals. China has consistently
achieved its emissions-cutting targets and often ahead of
schedule. The 2005 goal to reduce carbon intensity by 40%
by 2020 was accomplished at the end of 2017, three years
ahead of schedule – CO2 emitted per unit of GDP cut back
from 0.80 to 0.47 kg.55 The “Total Emissions Reduction”
set in the 11th FYP had also reduced chemical oxygen
demand and sulphur dioxide emissions by 12.5% and 14.3%
respectively, exceeding the original 10% target. This is
supported by the optimistic consensus of domestic industry
leaders, 80% of whom agree that carbon emissions will peak
before 2030.56

However, at current reserve to production ratio,
China’s coal reserves would fully deplete in 37 years.52 It is
only a matter of time when China must wean off of coal.
Cai H, Wang M, Elgowainy A, Han, “Updated Greenhouse Gas and Criteria Air Pollutant
Emission Factors and Their Probability Distribution Functions for Electric Generating
Units. Argonne National Laboratory”, 2012
49 E.g. the Climate Action Tracker rated China as “highly insufficient” due to its support for
coal.
50 As at July 2020; Global Coal Plant Tracker
51 13% of the world’s reserves, ranking behind the US, Russia, and Australia.
52 BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2020
48

Bao Guo Shan et. al., “China’s Energy Demand Scenario Analysis in 2030”, Energy Procedia,
2012.
54 Research Note on US and Chinese Coal-Fired Power Data
55 Global Carbon Atlas; “China meets 2020 carbon target three years ahead of schedule”,
United Nations Climate Change News, 28 March, 2018
56 2019 zhong guo tan jia diao cha [Annual Report on Carbon Pricing] Dec. 2019, China
Carbon Forum
53
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Clean coal will be an intermediate step before coal could be abandoned
Breakdown of expected total power demand by energy source,
trillion kWh

Rethinking investments
Growth requires investments, but it also need to be wellmanaged. China’s government-stimulated investments in
the economy has been losing steam due to declining rate of
returns and debt accumulation. China’s incremental capital
output ratio (ICOR), which measures the number of units
of investments required to produce an additional unit of
output, has doubled in the past decade.57 Meanwhile, the
total domestic debt-to-GDP ratio has continued to rise and
is estimated to reach 335% of GDP in Q3 2020.58
Both phenomena are inevitable: higher ICOR is a
natural outcome of the law of diminishing returns; and as
investments accumulate capital stock, there will be greater
debt. China’s problem was arguably not an “overreliance”
on investments per se, but how the investments had been
directed – often prioritising short term gains over the long
term. Sustainability and sustainable development will,
incidentally, be key to steering investments toward greater
efficiency and stability. This is because efficient investments
with delayed returns require the long-time horizon of a
sustainability mindset.
Since the performance of local governments was
measured by short-term GDP output and the easiest way to
inflate it is through quick infrastructure projects, many
investments were bad allocations that had depressed overall
returns. 59 A conspicuous illustration was the large, newly
built, yet soon abandoned “ghost cities”. 60 Today, GDPrelated targets are no long the only criteria for judging

Ibid. (Alpine Macro, 2020)
Institution of International Finance estimates, 2020. For further description of China’s
debt problem, see Wojciech Maliszewski et. al., “Resolving China’s Corporate Debt
Problem”, IMF Working Paper, Oct. 2016
59 Frank Zhang, Changjiang Lyu, Kemin Wang, and Xin Zhang. “GDP management to meet
or beat growth targets”, Journal of Accounting and Economics, 2018

performance. Carbon emissions and sustainability standards
have been given the priority (Section II).
There are also plenty of spare supply-side capacity to
support investments with lower ICOR. China is a country
of two “divides”. The first being the unequal development
between the coastal east and inland western regions, since it
was by sea that China had reached the world. All Special
Economic Zones – key hubs of the early growth – had
clustered the coast. In contrast, while the western regions
contain 71.4% of China’s landmass, it only accounts for 28.8%
of the population and less than 20% of economic output.61
The second divide is the rural-urban gap. The skyscrapers
of Shanghai and the sprawling megapolis of Beijing tend to
obscure the reality of China’s vast rural-scape, where
income and living standards remain at levels on par with
Kenya and Zambia.62
Therefore, investing in western regions, with
comparatively low capital stock, could achieve higher
returns. The government has already made concerted
efforts to rectify the regional disparity. In December 2006,
it issued major plans that would see fiscal spending of over
$2 trillion in a decade.63 These investments continue today
but are increasingly subject to sustainability criteria. For
instance, in a departure from the past, all new infrastructure
projects must complete environmental assessment reports
and be additionally approved on these features (Section II).
Spare capacity exists in western regions

Another high-efficiency area for State-led investments
that has significant long-term impacts will be in
technological upgrading and green technologies. The State
has already pledged around $7.5 trillion (CNY 49.6 trillion)
for 25 cities for upgrading projects including 5G networks,
big data centres, EV charging stations, industrial internet,
urban subways, inter-city high-speed rail, and ultra-high“China’s Ghost Towns Haunt Its Economy”, WSJ, 15 June 2018
National Bureau of Statistics, 2015
62 World Bank, Nov. 2020
63 “Xi bu da kai fa ‘shi yi wu” ji hua” [Western great development 11-5 plans], Xinhua, Dec.
2006

57

60

58

61
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voltage power transmission. 64 In light of the political
urgency to achieve semiconductor autarky, China has
already committed $1.4 trillion in this area alone.65
Green technologies are critical to China’s carbon
neutral ambition, which is estimated to require US $6.4
trillion (CNY 40.3 trillion) of investments over the next
decade. 66 China is already the undisputed leader in green
investments, accounting for 45% of the global total in 2017
and is the biggest patent holder in green-technologies. 67 It
is responsible for making solar power economically feasible
by significantly bringing down the cost of photovoltaic (PV)
systems. In some cities, commercial solar has even achieved
grid parity.68
China’s investments will shift its energy dependence to renewable sources

China is already both the world’s biggest investor and innovator in
green technology

has in fact been falling over the past two decades, suggesting
enough of an asset cushion to support the debt. 69 If a
mature economy such as the US were to account for all nontraditional debt, China’s debt-to-GDP ratio would appear
reasonable.70
The debt vulnerability might not have been structural,
but was rather due to the rampant growth of off-balance
sheet (shadow banking) wealth management products
(WMP). The popularity of WMPs was the result of poor
access to credit through ordinary banking. WMPs were
bubble-prone because of a mismatching of risk and return
– most of the underlying assets were local government
bonds with lower risks, yet the derivative products were
priced with higher returns. It was made worse as markets
priced them with the belief that governments had implicitly
guaranteed the products. In 2015, the government had
launched a wide-ranging deleveraging campaign, specifically
targeting WMPs. This had been largely declared a success in
2019.71
Therefore, the targeted investments in western
development, technological upgrading, and green
technologies have the potential to be efficient investments
with significant long-term benefits and manageable debt
burdens. They depend on the government eyeing toward
the far horizon rather than chasing short-term growth goals.

The intersection of strategic
interests
Environmental issues are the main cause of
domestic social unrest

The debt problem related to investments should also
be a manageable concern. China’s structure of debts and the
sources of vulnerability are complicated. Looking at the
micro picture, the debt-to-asset ratio in the corporate sector
“Traditional Projects to Lead China Infrastructure Investments in 2020”, Fitch Ratings, 8
Apr. 2020
65 Kevin Xu, “China’s Semiconductor Future: What Can $1.4 Trillion Buy?”, The Wire China,
4 Oct. 2020
66 Steven Lee Myers, “China’s Pledge to Be Carbon Neutral by 2060: What It Means”, The
New York Times, 25 Sept. 2020
67 Ibid. (Mckinsey Global Institute, 2019)
68 Jinyue Yan and Yin Yang et. al. “City-level analysis of subsidy-free photovoltaic electricity
price, profits and grid parity in China”, Nature Energy, Aug. 2019
69 Ibid. (Alpine Macro, 2020)
64

The public is widely concerned with pollution. 40% of
China’s population are exposed to pollution daily and the
level of pollution in larger cities often far exceed WHO’s
recommended levels. 72 The quality of life impact on the
population can be quantified by social costs. As early as
2010, official statistics had placed the cost of pollution at
around $227 billion (CNY 1.5 trillion) annually, amounting
to 3.5% of GDP. 73 It is estimated that the lost outdoor
working hours alone could cost China up to $1.5 trillion
equivalent in GDP in an average year by 2050.74

The total amount of domestic debt and the riskiness to the economy are difficult to
calculate, especially since risks vary depending on debt quality. AB Bernstein has estimated
that the pre-COVID US total domestic debt-to-GDP ratio is at 1,832% (Sept. 2019).
71 Wu Hongyuran, Wu Xiaomeng, and Lin Jinbing, “China Has Achieved Goals of
Deleveraging Campaign, Financial Watchdog Says”, Caixin Global, 25 Feb. 2019
72 The city of Chengdu experienced an average PM2.5 concentration of 49 μg/m 3 in 2019 –
nearly five times higher than the WHO guidelines recommend. This concentration of PM2.5
corresponds with an AQI of 134, which is considered unhealthy for sensitive group.
Airnow.gov
73 MEE
74 McKinsey Sustainability Blog, “Three things China can do to fight climate change”,
Mckinsey, 2020
70
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Environmental issues, mostly concerning land use, are
now the biggest cause of domestic social grievances, 75
triggering 30,000 to 50,000 public protests annually.76 China
has historically relied on a model of “substantive” rather
than “procedural” accountability as a basis of governance –
instead of using elections to hold officials accountable, the
government depends on its performance for legitimacy; and
so the government is sensitive to domestic social concerns.77
This attitude tends to motivate rigorous censorship in areas
deemed politically sensitive and an earnest accommodation
in areas that are not. Environmental issues, which are not
overtly political, make ideal occasions for government to
satisfy popular demand and experiment with increased
transparency. For instance, it now gives standing to private
individuals and NGOs to bring public interest cases against
polluters78 – including State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) or
projects endorsed by local governments. Whether this legal
channel can succeed remains to be seen, but this is in the
government’s interest, since dealing with environmental
grievances in court is preferred to public protests.
The transformative event was the protest against the
construction of a multibillion PX plant in Xiamen in 2006.
Even though the project was under the aegis of the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC),
numerous protests, including two peaceful demonstrations
organised as “collective strolling”, succeeded in halting the
project a year later. 79 An array of successful mass
mobilisation followed, such as concerning the construction
of waste incinerators in Guangzhou 80 , a PX project in
Kunming,81 and tree-cutting in Nanjing.82 Notably, all the
projects halted had been previously approved by the
government.

Sustainability aligned with foreign policy
interests
From the “Ping-Pong Diplomacy” 83 of the 50’s to the
“Panda Diplomacy”84 of the 80’s, China is now engaged in
a brand new “Ginkgo Diplomacy”. The latest Pew Global
Attitudes Survey shows that China is facing historically high
unfavourable views abroad.85 This comes after a welter of
bad publicity. China has traditionally shunned Western
opinion, but as China becomes further entrenched in the
international market, its economic interests now require the
reserve of soft power. Bad publicity hinders Chinese
companies’ access to foreign markets (e.g. 5G) and critical
supply chains (e.g. microchips), which turns an image
problem into a financial obstacle. The curbing of Huawei’s
telecoms contracts, the forced sale of Bytedance’s US assets,
and the possible delisting of Chinese companies from US
exchanges are just few examples of recent casualties.
Within this political climate, climate change has become
an important strategic lever for cooperation. The setback of
US leadership provides China with a timely opportunity to
demonstrate its positive role in a rule-based international
order.
Unfavourable views can affect China’s economic interests

Chinese public are concerned with environmental issues

H. Christoph Steinhardt and Fengshi Wu (2015)
Xin Zhou and Henry Sanderson, “Chinese Anger over pollution Becomes Main Cause of
Social Unrest”, Bloomberg, 7 Mar. 2013
77 Francis Fukuyama, “Reflections on Chinese governance”, Journal of Chinese Governance, 2016
78 Amendment of Civil Procedure Law and Environmental Protection Law in 2013 and
2014, respectively.
79 Didi Kirsten Tatlow and Joey Liu, “Thousands Protest against Chemical Plant in Xiamen”
SCMP. 2 Feb. 2007
75
76

Residents in Panyu, just south of Guangzhou, sent “collective petitions” against the
construction of a waste incinerator in 2009, which successfully led the local Party Secretary
to halt the project.
81 Kunming, 2013, where NGO-led social mobilisation put a PX project on hold. Various
online discussions.
82 Sharon Lafraniere, “Najing Fights to Save Its London Plane ‘Supertrees’”, The New York
Times, 4 Jun. 2011
83 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ping-pong_diplomacy
84 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panda_diplomacy
85 Pew Global Attitudes Survey 2020
80
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II. A Market Poised for Change
The national agenda to make China sustainable and carbon
neutral is ambitious. In another country, a strong political
will may yet be ebbed away by shifting political tides or
hindered by poor policy coordination. A positive quality of
China’s unique blend of rule-based capitalism with features
of planned economy – so called “socialism with Chinese
characteristics” – is that it enables fast and centralised policy
transmission. At the micro level, an established regulatory
structure is already in place to foster the spread of a
sustainable mindset; while companies have increasingly
recognised the financial importance to embed ESG
practices.

The development of ESG disclosures
and ratings
The most direct way for the government to force issuers to
adopt ESG practices is by enforcing ESG disclosure
requirements. In China, both the extent of ESG disclosure
and the quality of company ratings have lagged US and
Western Europe. However, there is budding momentum to
improve both areas.

Toward mandatory ESG disclosures
A positive trend has been the growing number of ESG
disclosures since the Ministry of Commerce first oversaw
the publication of a CSR guidebook in 2008. Within a
decade, the number of annual CSR filings had multiplied
160 times to 3,040 reports. 86 However, the quality and
extent of disclosures remain insufficient: fewer than 10% of
CSI 300 companies address more than half of the ESG
indicators on the Wind terminal (China’s equivalent of
Bloomberg terminal). 87 On average, only 12% of ESG
disclosures were audited88 and the most frequently disclosed
indicators are qualitative, such as asking “whether there is
discussion on climate change risks”. 89 This gives ample
room for “greenwashing”, i.e. putting a spin to make a
company seem more sustainable than it actually is. For
instance, companies can report how much CO2 was saved,
rather than how much was released.90 Sector-wise, the top
disclosing companies are in the financial sector. Notably,
the electric power sector – the biggest source of carbon
emissions – is among the worst.

“The Reporting Exchange: An overview of sustainability and corporate reporting in
China”, Climate Disclosure Standard Board, 2020
87 “ESG in China – Current State and Challenges in Disclosures and Integration”, Ping An
Group ESG Office,15 June 2020
86

Clarifying the concepts – “CSR”, “ESG”, and “stakeholder
approach”
As a mirror of the sustainability agenda at the national
level, a sustainable company is one that can both
achieve long term profitability and aim to be a
“responsible stakeholder” in society. Since the long-term
prospects for most companies ultimately depend on the
wellbeing of the society it functions, the longer the time
horizon, the more that these two objectives should align.
The US Committee for Economic Development was the
first official entity to recognise this view by declaring in
1971 that there is a “social contract” between businesses
and society.
Today, a sustainable company entails three
overlapping concepts: “Corporate Social Responsibility”
(CSR), ESG, and a “stakeholder approach”. CSR is now
most associated with corporate philanthropy. All mid and
large caps listed on major stock exchanges have CSR
programs, but these are often disorganised and rarely
integrated with business strategies. The reason is that it
tends to have little financial value, except for brand
building and marketing. At worst, it is in direct conflict
with the maxim of “shareholder primacy” because CSR
are a cost leakage of shareholder value.
The public and regulatory perception has evolved.
The contending theory in corporate law is a “stakeholder
approach”, which effectively broadens the fiduciary duty
of managers to consider not just the interests of
shareholders, but all stakeholders involved, including the
society at large and the interests of future generations.
ESG spells out the three areas – environment, social,
and governance – that the stakeholder approach would
consider. As a corporate practice, it means embedding
these considerations in business decisions. This could be
entirely due to financial considerations as well as for the
active pursuit of social good (i.e. impact investing).

Ibid. (Ping An, 2020)
Ibid. (Ping An, 2020)
90 Marquis, Christopher, and Cuili Qian. "Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting in China:
Symbol or Substance?”, Organization Science, January–February 2014
88
89
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There are increasing ESG disclosures, but quality still needs to improve

This has been a continuation of two themes in China’s
sustainability disclosure policy: increasing universality and
greater specificity. Following the adoption of disclosure
rules on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSE) in 2016,
onshore listed companies were first required to “disclose or
explain” in 2018. This helps explain the rapid growth in
CSI300 companies reporting ESG.
The second theme – greater specificity – has been most
evident in the regulation of companies that discharge
pollutants. In 2007, they were first required to make such
disclosures. Next, the 2015 amended Environmental
Protection Law clarified the constituents of pollutants.
Finally, in 2017, a list of key pollutants was specifically
regulated. The specificity of requirements for public
company disclosure is less developed, but HKSE rules
provide a good indication of upcoming changes. HKSE
now specifies disclosures on gender diversity, corporate
governance code, health and safety, and board oversight of
ESG issues. In July 2020, new mandatory disclosures
require the provision of a board statement setting out ESG
considerations, the disclosure of significant climate-related
issues, and embedding ESG performance indicators by
imposing the obligation to explain poor compliance. It has
also shortened the reporting window to within five month
of financial year end. The policy rationale is to change
corporate attitudes from “box-ticking” to embracing a
genuine turn toward long-term sustainable value.92

Current poor ESG ratings not reflective of
cultural or structural issues

The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) is
expected to introduce a mandatory disclosure rule for all
onshore listed companies in 2021. More than helping to
“generate a solid set of figures that can rival the best
countries in time”,91 it will create the necessary pressure for
issuers to adopt ESG practices.

Based on feedback from survey data and workshop conducted jointly by CFA Institute,
PRI, and the Asset Management Association of China; “ESG Integration in China:
Guidance and Case Studies”, CFA Institute, 2019
92 Karry Lai, “Primer: HKEX’s new ESG disclosure rules”, IFLR, 7 Feb. 2020
93 MSCI ESG Research Aug. 2019
91

China has more below “BBB” ESG-rated companies on
MSCI China than MSCI ACWI companies; and there are far
fewer Chinese companies in the “A” categories, with none
rated “AAA”.93 The best-rated companies tend to be in the
financials sector and overall, there has been an
improvement in the number of worst-rated companies. 94
These ratings should be viewed with the caveat that the
subpar quality of disclosures and lack of historical
comparables limit the informativeness of ratings (Section
III). Some companies may be better at window-dressing,
perhaps precisely because they are less sustainable; while
sustainable companies may yet have developed the
knowhow to best communicate its sustainable quality.
Nonetheless, Chinese companies do not have the best
reputation internationally.95 Widely told corporate scandals
include tainted milk powder, workers’ suicides at Foxconn,
and defective children’s vaccines.96 Whether these present
Ibid. (MSCI ESG Research, 2019)
A Brunswick survey in 2018 found that an overwhelming number of M&A advisers “paint
a bleak picture for Chinese corporates”. Tim Payne, “Reputation on the world stage”,
Brunswick Group, 7 Mar. 2018
96 Media search
94
95
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over-publicised anecdotal evidences or are representative of
underlying issues is arguable. It is likely true that Chinese
companies broadly have weaker governance, which is not
uncommon for maturing markets.97 Looking solely at “G”
metrics that are derivative of precise legal definitions,
Chinese listed companies score a magnitude lower than US
and Western European companies.98
Recently, accounting frauds were exposed at two listed
companies – Luckin Coffee and TAL Education – despite
both of them having been audited by Big Four auditors.
Some have suggested that this is the result of poor internal
compliance and a lack of auditing independence, 99 which
gave fuel SEC’s proposal to delist Chinese companies from
exchanges under its purview.
Chinese companies have lower ESG ratings

institutional transformation into market capitalism. During
this time, the prevalence of inconsistent laws and unplugged
loopholes were unavoidable. For instance, since foreign
investors were not permitted to control onshore entities,
Chinese technology companies that sought foreign capital
relied on what came to be known as a “Variable Interest
Entity” (VIE) structure, where an offshore-listed entity
would be connected to the onshore operating company
through contractual agreements, without altering ownership.
This created legal risks. Famously, Alibaba spun out Alipay,
thereby diluting the value of the NYSE-listed VIE in which
Yahoo was the major shareholder.100
It would be wrong to infer these problems as inherently
cultural. If any, the historical predominance of family
businesses in China would suggest a cultural predisposition
toward the long term, measured not by the span of one
individual’s life but over multiple generations. According to
PWC’s family business survey, 75% of all mainland familyowned companies already set environmental sustainability
as a long-term goal, compared to only 60% globally of
global family businesses.101
CSR and the stakeholder approach are the capitalist
expression of socialist-leaning concepts. Thus, given
China’s socialist heritage, these concepts are not foreign.
Prior to market reforms, business entities – “danwei” – made
no distinction between public and private goods, so they
had fully internalised economic externalities. These entities
were also the social centre for their employees, who lived
together in the danwei compounds and accessed the same
hospitals and schools.
The political pendulum that has been swinging between
socialist and capitalist extremes is gradually approaching
equilibrium.102 Today, CSR had been given a symbolic nod
in the Constitution and was explicitly formalised in Chinese
corporate law. This is a restoration of prudent values that
had been momentarily suspended during China’s “get rich
at all cost” phase of development, and now renewed for a
maturing market economy.

The relatively weak governance of Chinese companies
should not be considered an ingrained cultural
phenomenon. It has more to do with a still maturing capital
market. Even the oldest Chinese (onshore) company is
barely older than a “millennial”, since the concept of private
property had only been reinstated in the 1980’s. These
companies not only lacked the expertise for sophisticated
corporate governance, they also had to deal with China’s
Stijn Claessens and B. Burcin Yurtoglu. “Corporate Governance in Emerging Markets: A
Survey”, Emerging Markets Review, Jan. 2012
98 Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
99 See, respectively, “Ernst & Young Says It Isn’t Responsible for Luckin Coffee’s
Accounting Misconduct”, WSJ, 16 Jul. 2020; Muddy Waters “TAL Education: A Real
Business With Fake Financials”
97

While China has started from a low base in ESG metrics,
a budding momentum suggests that China may soon leap
ahead. This is supported by three trends: better regulatory
structure to enforce on ESG infractions; strong and
unambiguous direction by the State; and market-driven
corporate strategic incentives.

See e.g. Liana B. Baker, “Yahoo gets short end of stick in Alibaba deal”, Reuters
“Global Family Business Survey 2018 – China Report”, PWC, 2018
102 The same cyclicality is apparent in Western economies, reflected in the rotation of
political parties and oscillation of Keynesian and monetarist policies.
100
101
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The largest Chinese companies have already been
making leaps toward ESG-styled management. There are
now 50 Chinese signatories on the Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI) directory as at October 2020
– more than double the 22 signatories in 2019103. Ping An,
with a market capitalization of US$219 billion, is one of the
prominent signatories. The China Entrepreneur Club, the
preeminent group of China’s leading CEOs, have been
holding an annual Green Companies Summit since 2008.
The September 2020 event saw over a thousand attendees
with wide industry representation.104

China’s approach to meet carbon targets, while successful, has been
haphazard

Maturing regulations
Haphazard past
China’s success in meeting its carbon emissions targets
(Section I) was not the result of institutionalised
enforcement, rather due to ad hoc “inspection tours” that
were as sweeping as they were fleeting.105 These inspection
tours are a familiar modus operandi of the Communist Party,
which had been used to spur rapid economic development
in the 1980s and eradicate corruption and “lascivious” 106
acts in the 1990s. Environmental inspection tours were first
conducted between 2016-2017, where State Council-led the
inspection of all 31 provinces in four separate batches,
followed by more “look back tours” between 2018-2019.
The inspections resulted in more than 17,000 officials being
held accountable, with the most egregious ending up in jail.
For a while, it seemed that the blue skies were restored
and the “airpocalypse” – China’s equivalent of the “Great
London Fog” of 1952 – had been averted. 107 But it
apparently did not drive a systematic change toward
sustainability. A study of the aftermath has shown that once
the inspectors left, the localities would go back to business
as usual. 108 In order to prepare for the inspections, local
actions were sometimes overzealous and ill-prepared. One
case involved a mandatory conversion of coal furnaces into
gas-powered heating systems in Zhuozhou, Hebei. The
failure to account for the supply of gas forced them to
shortly switch back.

PRI Annual Report 2019
China Entrepreneur Club, 28 Sept. 2020
105 Xiaoliang Li, Xiaojin Yang, Qi Wei, and Bing Zhang. “Authoritarian environmentalism
and environmental policy implementation in China”. Resources, Conservation & Recycling. 2019
106 “Da huang sao fei”
107 Official media hailed the inspections as a “miracle drug of environmental governance”.
108 Ruxin Wu and Piao Hu, “Does the ‘Miracle Drug’ of Environmental Governance Really
Improve Air Quality? Evidence from China’s System of Central Environmental Protection
Inspections”, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, 8 Mar. 2019
103
104

The institutionalisation of environmental
enforcement
The main problem of environmental regulation was
inconsistent enforcement rather than a lack of laws. Since
the first key legislation of Environmental Protection Law
(EP) was issued in 1979, China has developed a
comprehensive framework of environmental law.
Environmental regulations today govern a wide range of
issues, including soil pollution, radioactive pollution, noise
pollution, industrial production, coal, marine environment,
offshore islands, wildlife, fisheries, energy conservation,
meteorology, “promotion of circular economy”, and
environmental tax, among others. In 2015, EP was updated
to explicitly reflect the ethos of “sustainable development”
and crucially, to introduce greater legislative clarity by
simplifying its content (prior to the revision, 31 out of the
47 articles were duplicated in other control laws).
The problem was the confusion of authority in the
enforcement of these laws. 109 At the ministerial level,
responsibility for environmental management was spread
across six different state bureaus related to the governance
of land, water, agriculture, SOEs, and carbon emissions.110
This structure is paralleled at the provincial level. Thus, a
chemical plant that discharged pollutants into both water
and air would have involved multiple ministries and the
local government – with none taking charge. 111 This is
essentially an “agency problem”: local officials may best
serve their own interests through inaction and avoid
Ahlers and Shen. “Breathe Easy? Local nuances of authoritarian environmentalism in
China’s Battle against air pollution”, China Quarterly, 2018 issue 234
110 People’s Bank of China, Ministry of Finance, the National Development and Reform
Commission, the Ministry of Environmental Protection, the China Banking Regulatory
Commission, the China Securities Regulatory Commission, and the China Insurance
Regulatory Commission
111 See Schreifels and Fu et. al. “Sulfur dioxide control in China: policy evolution during the
10th and 11th Five-year Plans and lessons for the future” Energy Policy, 2012 48, 779-789;
109
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potential ministerial quarrels. However, since the sources of
pollution are local, the involvement of local governments is
essential.
The relationship between the central and local
governments has been an intricate feature of Chinese
governance throughout history. Unlike most European
nations with relatively decentralised powers (e.g. under
feudalism), China’s peacetime political power had almost
always been centralised. Yet, owing to China’s regional
heterogeneity, 112 fiscal authority tends to be highly
decentralised – currently 70-80% of fiscal spending
decisions are made at local levels.113 Therefore, consistent
enforcement of environmental standards relies on the
carrots and sticks the central government can deploy to
align local interests.

State-led market evolution
SOEs as a channel for policy implementation
State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) and local government
entities are responsible for a sizeable share of China’s
economy, aggregating $30 trillion in assets and itself
produces more economic output than UK, France, Brazil,
or South Korea; or account for 4.5% of the world’s GDP.116
Out of the 25 largest Chinese companies on Fortune 500 in
2019, only two companies were not SOEs (Ping An
Insurance and Huawei).
The State is a significant part of China’s economy

There has been a major change in each respect. The
“stick” was the sweeping reorganisation in 2018 that wove
together disparate regulatory functions under a unified
entity – the Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE).
Whereas the previous “environmental tsars” were picked
for their environmental and science credentials, the new
organisation is helmed by Sun Jinlong, who has high Party
seniority. He serves as the Party Secretary and nominally, its
Vice Minister. His political authority is combined with the
expertise of Huang Runqiu, an academic and non-Party
member, serving as the Minister. This should allow the
MEE to be more assertive.
The “carrot” came in the form of performance
measures of local officials. An often-used system is the
“target responsibility system” (TRS), which evaluates local
officials based on specific performance-related targets. TRS
had long overweighed economic growth targets. Even as
emissions goals were gradually introduced, they were
juxtaposed against growth targets, which forced local
officials to prioritise one over the other depending on the
enthusiasm of their superiors. 114 In December 2017, a
regional green development index ranking was unveiled that
covered 55 indicators including energy consumption
efficiency, carbon emissions, and air quality. This has now
been used to measure local government performance on
“green growth” and the results will be a “key reference in
the promotion of officials”.115

SOEs have been vital in supporting the implementation
of State policy. For instance, China’s policy focus on
infrastructure investments, which accounted for around 9%
of GDP over 2009-2012 and 12.5% as of 2016, was largely
mobilised through SOEs. Official data puts the SOE share
in these investments at 70% to 80%.117 The investments are
further supported by the banking sector, which is itself
dominated by SOEs: besides the five mega banks all fully
controlled by the State, only two out of the 12 nationally
licensed joint-stock banks do not have controlling state
shareholders and the 133 or so city commercial banks are
60-70% owned by the State.

See for instance S. Jain-Chandra et. al. (2018)
Chun li Shen et. al. (2012), Also see Lin, Justin Yifu and Liu, Zhiqiang (2000).
114 See, e.g. van Rooij, “Implementation of Chinese Environmental Law: Regular
Enforcement and Political Campaigns”, Development and Change, 2006
115 “China unveils its first green development index ranking”, 26 Dec. 2017, Xinhua
116 Andrew Batson. “The State Never Retreats”, Gavekal Dragonomics, 1 Oct. 2020

117

112
113

How the weight of SOEs in China’s economy has and
will evolve raise complex questions. Varying indicators have
told different stories. 118 The operational independence of
SOEs from the State is also difficult to observe – it would
depend on the sector that the SOE operates in and the
informal relations that its Party members in management
and on the board have with the State. On the one hand,
Richard Herd, “Estimating Capital Formation and Capital Stock by Economic Sector in
China: The Implciations for Productivity Growth”, July 2020
118 For instance, the size of SOE labour force and SOE’s share of revenues in industry have
both declined continuously, while the ratio of net assets to GDP of nonfinancial SOEs have
risen sharply in the past decade.
All figures in USD unless otherwise stated
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nonfinancial SOEs are already not expressly dependent on
the State for financing. The subsidies for loss-making SOEs
from the Ministry of Finance had been phased out in 2010
and existing subsidies are attached to policies that are open
to private companies too. In 2019, nonfinancial SOEs had
received only around CNY 200 billion in subsidies.119 Yet,
since the Party system is entrenched within company
management, where managers are simultaneously Party
members, they are susceptible to political influences.

Subsidies for SOEs have been falling over the years

Despite the multitude of factors at play, the
government has recently made it clear that political loyalty
is the priority and that they must be the “most trustworthy”
entities from a political perspective. 120 It is impossible to
achieve the government’s sustainability goals without
transforming the energy industry and enforcing
environmental regulations on industrials, which are sectors
overwhelmingly dominated by SOEs. Therefore, it is
reasonable to expect that the new national agenda will
galvanise these SOEs into action.

The indirect influence of non-SOEs
From a market perspective, the State’s ability to influence
non-SOE actions is a double-edged sword. It could allow
for more coherent and faster transmission of State’s agenda,
but it may undermine the credibility of market
independence. This is a difficult balance to achieve.
Observers have commented on the balance tipping toward
more arbitrary State influence in the private sector. For
instance, along with the emphasis of SOE loyalty, Xi
recently called on relevant officials to be “resolute” in
“uniting and guiding private sector individuals” and
“surrounding them around the Party”.121 This harks back to
“The State Never Retreats”, Gavekal Dragonomics
Wendy Wu, “How the Communist Party controls China’s state-owned industrial titans”,
SCMP, 17 Jun. 2017

the notion that the function of the private sector – ge ti hu,
literally “individualist unit” – is primarily to make the
country richer, rather than to enrich private individuals. Xi
has also pushed for greater Party representation in private
firms. The share of non SOEs with a communist party
branch have steadily increased from around 50% in 2015 to
70% in 2017.
It might therefore seem that China’s program of
financial liberalisation (Section III) and its perceived
arbitrary interference, such as the recent suspension of Ant
Financial’s IPO, are at odds with each other. There is in fact
a simple proviso that underlies the logic of these actions: as
long as the State’s political interest is not interfered with,
China will be as rule-abiding as possible. The attempt to
structure Party influence in private companies is not
tantamount to a desire to turn them into State actors – only
to secure the potential for the State to influence, should the
political needs arise. This means instituting formal
procedural channels within company management, which is
arguably a step forward from arbitrary interference without
recourse to procedure. This is consistent with China’s
current legal framework, which is explicitly “rule by law”
rather than “rule of law” – in the former, the State
administers the law.
Party influence in non SOEs have become more entrenched

Regardless of the merits or demerits of the system, the
strong ability for the State to influence the private sector can
force faster sustainability transformation. This is part of
China’s model of “authoritarian environmentalism”. Studies
have shown that it is effective for environmental regulations
and at least a viable alternative to more liberal bottom-up
approaches.122

People’s Daily, 17 Sept. 2020
Xiaoliang Li, Xiaojin Yang, Qi Wei, Bing Zhang “Authoritarian environmentalism and
environmental policy implementation in China”, Resources, Conservation, and Recycling, Jun. 2019
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Corporate incentives for ESG
The traditional corporate finance perspective has been that
the cost of ESG was effectively a free cash flow (FCF)
leakage that softens returns. In the West, this view has
gradually been overturned by an “overwhelming weight of
accumulated research” that support the contrary – ESG
factors actually strengthen returns.123 In China’s context, its
companies are seeing two ways in which ESG can help raise
revenues and improve cost margins.
At the outset, making a sustainable product does not
necessarily imply higher costs. McKinsey has found that
paying attention to ESG in operating expenses could affect
operating profits by as much as 60%. This could range from
reduced cost of packaging to converting to electric or hybrid
vehicle fleets.124

state-owned, are already the best ESG-rated sector and the
evaluation of credit-worthiness may widely incorporate
sustainability requirements. This implies changing the cost
of capital which effectively penalises “unsustainable”
companies. Second, since Chinese law does not permit
private ownership of land or natural resources, 126 all
companies that deal in these sectors, such as in real estate,
depend on State approval. Even where sustainability
requirements are not explicit, it will become a critical factor
of consideration and could be the difference especially in
competitive bidding scenarios.
A final dynamic that has become important for
companies is the ESG strings attached to raising capital
from public markets. This is discussed below.

Even when there are extra costs for going green,
companies are now able to pass this cost on to consumers,
thanks to China’s already prevalent conscientious
consumerism (Section I). This shift in taste is also driving
top-line growth as products labelled as sustainable could
attract more buyers. In US markets, Unilever’s Sunlight
dishwashing liquid has been a pioneering exhibit. The brand
used much less water than its peers and was marketed as a
water-saving product. It outpaced its category growth by
more than 20% in multiple markets. This sustainability-lean,
while starting at consumer-facing businesses, is likely to pass
on up the supply chain, since “responsible sourcing” is itself
an aspect of sustainability.
Conversely, being perceived as being detrimental to
society could incur substantial costs. A common trait of
Chinese consumers is “consumer patriotism”, which leads
to widespread boycotts of products by companies regarded
as anti-China. Such patriotic outburst also drove the first
wave of CSR adoption: in the aftermath of the devastating
Sichuan earthquake in 2008, which had killed at least 70,000
people and left 10 million homeless, Chinese companies
rushed to donate in a frenzy – within 10 days, it amounted
to more than $645 million in cash and supplies. The early
donors, such as the State-owned soft drink company
Wanglaoji, were rewarded with a jump in sales, while the
companies that did not donate suffered slumps.125
As SOEs and local governments align toward the
sustainability agenda, this will affect two important areas –
access to credit and regulatory licensing. First, banks, largely
Witold Henisz, Tim Koller, and Robin Nuttal, “Five ways that ESG creates value”,
McKinsey Quarterly, Nov. 2019
124 E.g. FedEx has converted 20% of its vehicles, which reduced fuel consumption by more
than 50 million gallons
125 The companies that did not donate enough were popularly referred to as “iron roosters”
– after “stingy birds” that refuse to give up even one feather. See “The Sichuan Earthquake
and the Changing Landscape of CSR in China”, Knowledge@Wharton, 20 Apr. 2009
123

Xian Fa Art. 10. Private individuals can obtain “usufructuary right” that allows the rightholder to possess, use, and benefit from the property for a number of years. When the term
expires, it will be automatically renewed. However, the state may charge another granting
fee.
126
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III. Capital Market
Opportunities

What is ESG investing?
Descriptively, ESG investing integrates an analysis of the risks
and opportunities implied by an asset’s environmental and
social impacts, and the quality of its governance:

The combination of regulatory pressure, corporate
incentives, and changing demand toward sustainability will
drive ESG inflows in China’s capital market. This
momentum coincides with ongoing processes of market
institutionalisation
and
internationalisation.
As
fundamentals evolve, the ensuing disequilibrium will create
alpha opportunities. A high-conviction, bottom-up, and
value-oriented approach is best suited to harness the
opportunity.

▪

▪

Normatively, ESG investing could be solely focused on
financial returns or integrate a degree of the investor’s
nonpecuniary preferences. The latter would fall under
“responsible investment”.
Styles of ESG investing could vary from a simple
exclusion list to a “layer-on” of ESG ratings, or more
fundamentally embedding ESG-related assumptions in the
underlying model.

China in the context of global
ESG flows
Currently, $60 trillion in managed assets globally (about half
in equities and half in fixed income) is invested according to
UN’s Principles for Responsible Investing.127 The AUM in
branded ESG funds have tripled over the past decade to
about $1 trillion. 128 This is still the early stages of a
fundamental market transformation, which is expected to
attach sustainability features to half of all managed assets by
2035.129
Supporting this trend, a slew of industry heavyweights
have made explicit monetary pledges to accomplish by 2030:
BlackRock to triple its sustainable assets 10-fold to $1
trillion; Goldman Sachs to commit $700 billion to
sustainable financing; Morgan Stanley to mobilise $250
billion to low-carbon solutions.130 Pensions and sovereign
wealth funds – whose characteristic long investment
horizons are a natural fit with sustainability themes – have
been pioneering ESG investors. 131 For instance, pension
assets account for 75% of Canadian sustainable investments;
and Norway’s SWF, the world’s largest and with heavy
stakes in oil and gas, aim to meet UN’s PRI goals by 2030.132

The level of integration could range from a simple top
down exclusion screen to embedding ESG perspectives
in bottom-up fundamental assumptions
The approach could be either qualitative or quantitative

the market and in political representation. In Europe, the
rise of green political parties, now have 11.4% of the EU
Parliament seats, has been gaining traction and described as
a “quiet revolution”.134 In the US, the increasing importance
of sustainability is at least demonstrated by the contention
it raised in the election.
In China, there are only five onshore listed ESG funds
to date, with a combined NAV of $645 million,135 but the
market momentum toward ESG is building.
Transformative ESG fund flows globally

The sea change of investor attitude in mature markets
is the result of a long-term virtuous interplay between social,
political, regulatory, and market forces toward sustainability.
Millennials and Gen Xers were brought up with a better
awareness of issues of climate change and environmental
pollution, which have tilted their taste toward sustainable
products (including financial products).133 As their share of
wealth grows, their preferences are increasingly reflected in
https://www.unpri.org/annual-report-2018/how-we-work/the-pri-in-numbers
IMF staff calculations
129 PRI
130 Company press releases
131; Hao Liang and Luc Renneboog. “The Global Sustainability Footprint of Sovereign
Wealth Funds”. 20 Jan. 2020. Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance
132 Gwladys Fouche and Terje Solsvik, “Norway’s $1 trillion fund to beef up scrutiny on
sustainability, ocean pollution”, 5 Sept. 2018
127
128

Extensive industry insight surveys agree that millennials and Gen Xers in OECD
countries have general preferences for sustainable products. E.g. see “Green generation:
millennials say sustainability is a shopping priority”, Nielsen, 5 Nov. 2015; Marguerita Chengj,
“8 Characteristics Of Millennials That Support Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)”,
Forbes, 19 Jun. 2019
134 “A quiet revolution sweeps Europe as Greens become a political force” The Guardian. 2
Jun. 2019
135007548.OF, 008264.OF, 501086.OF, 009246.OF; NAV as at Sept. 30, 2020
133
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The prospects for financial liberalisation remain positive, as
its importance has been again reaffirmed in the new FYP.

China’s market institutionalisation and
internationalisation
The structure of A-Shares market is undergoing two
transformations: increasing institutionalisation and growing

foreign inflows, both are driving demand for sustainability
assets.
Institutionalisation is partly the policy outcome of
China’s continued financial liberalisation. This does not
mean that the State will cease to “interfere” with the market,
rather that the State will refrain from “arbitrary”
interference. The usual motivation for State interference is
to help stabilise the market and to address politicallysensitive issues. Today, the State is effectively attributing
greater importance in fostering long-term stability by
enabling market signals to be more credible, than in
preserving short-term gains. Politically, the State will still
clamp down on sensitive issues, but as long as one it is not
betting against the State, market mechanisms will rule.
Therefore, despite surprises to outside observers, there is in
fact a high degree of predictability.

Local institutional investors appeared to have hopped
on the green bandwagon. In 2018, the Asset Management
Association of China (AMAC) – the self-regulating
organisation – published green finance investment
guidelines. In a recent AMAC survey, asset managers are
nearly unanimous in identifying ESG issues as important for
profitability; 80% already consider ESG issues in the
products they manage and 70% have layered on ESGrelated positive or negative screening.139 This trend is likely
to continue in line with the interests that Western capital
markets have experienced.
In parallel, foreign share of A-Shares markets have
steadily grown, albeit from a modest base, now reaching
3.8%. The biggest factor has been the inclusion of Chinese
listing in MSCI benchmark indexes. 476 out of the over
3,700 A-share companies are included in the MSCI
benchmark indexes, 140 or giving exposure to 62% of AShares market capitalisation. If the inclusion factor reaches
100%, China A shares would represent 21% of MSCI’s
Emerging Market index.141 The event-driven “decoupling”
of US-China trade and technology supply chains was not
reflected in the capital market.
Foreign capital, almost all institutional, generally have
ESG strings attached. This will strengthen ESG flows and
support incentives for Chinese companies to adapt ESG
practices, especially as Chinese companies tend to prefer
foreign capital over domestic sources, other things being
equal.
There is greater share of local institutional and foreign capital

Policy-wise, China has introduced a new Foreign
Investment Law that came into effect in January 2020,
which displaced the three outdated laws that had governed
foreign investors since the 1970’s.136 From September 2020,
the old foreign investor quota systems have been made less
stringent and more streamlined, such as removing minimum
AUM requirements, shortening quota approval to within 10
days, and permitting the use of financial futures. 137 The
“negative list” of industries that foreign companies are not
permitted to engage in has continued to dwindle. Crucially,
foreign-owned entities are just starting to be allowed to
apply for onshore asset management licenses without
relying on either QFII or the Stock Connect programs.138

Sino Foreign Equity Joint Venutre Law, Sino Foreign Cooperative Joint Venture Law,
and Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise Law.
137 These amendments apply to the new unified schemes of Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investor (QFII) and its RMB denominated counterpart, RQFII.
138 [Cite UBS etc being granted the licnese]
136

AMAC Survey. 90% of the 82 respondents agree that ESG issues are a fundamental part
of investment management. Some 96% of the managers surveyed believe ESG
considerations are important to improving long-term corporate financial performance, and
94% agree that ESG considerations are important to improving investment returns
140 MSCI, as at 1 Nov. 2020
141 MSCI
139
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The sustainability alpha
opportunity
Traditionally, ESG investing is seen to sacrifice returns as
sustainable considerations impose a premium that is not
reflected in asset prices. This is because an asset’s
sustainability benefit tends to be too vague and too far off
in the future, resulting in its being discounted away at
current prices. Thus, “responsible investors” are necessarily
idiosyncratic and must settle for lower returns for the same
amount of risk. From an asset manager’s perspective, there
would have been little investment upside and the economic
motivation would be limited to the business development
side of branding and product differentiation.
The reality is already different outside of China. Over
the past few years, ESG strategies have broadly
outperformed benchmarks. Layering on MSCI’s ESG
criteria to screen stocks would have beaten the benchmarks
by over 200 bps annually, with outperformance visible
across styles and market cap.142 This pattern is mirrored in
back-tested performance of listed Chinese companies.143

Retail investor demand is synergistic with
sustainability

High ESG scores have outperformed globally
Oslo Pension Fund Index vs. equity weighted universe, $Tn

Unlike global markets, so far there has been no evidence
that Chinese consumers’ willingness to pay a 5% premium
for sustainable products (Section I) has translated into a
preference for sustainable investing. However, retail
investors incidentally have a strong bias toward technology
and consumer stocks – both are inherently low carbonemitting sustainable sectors.
Retail investors are biased toward technology and consumer sectors

This data is not yet conclusive – it might just be that a
company that manages sustainability well tends to do
everything else better too. The positive market environment
over the past few years have yet to stress-test this hypothesis.
However, there are intuitive reasons that support the
outperformance of sustainability assets:
1. Markets are increasingly pricing in a sustainability
factor, and “unsustainable assets” are penalised
with worse liquidity and price.

“Make A Change: ESG’s Influence On Equity Flows, Asset Returns & Stockpicking”. 5
Oct. 2020, Jefferies
142

E.g. The simulated performance of Harvest CSI 300 ESG Leaders index shows an
average outperformance of 100-200bps since Q2 2017 to Q2 2019, with a peak
outperformance of 225bps. Harvest Fund Management
143
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2. ESG scores provide more than an evaluation of
positive externalities, but enriches the investor’s
lens as an alternative data set, which helps investors
make more informed decisions.
3. ESG analysis improves risk mitigation and
improves returns.
China is only at the cusp of the sustainability
transformation and these factors will likely gain in
importance

Market mispricing creates opportunity for
alpha
Alpha requires market inefficiency, and markets tend to be
inefficient during structural shifts where the past are worse
predictors of the future. 144 Even when the causes of the
changes are well understood, expectations of the future may
still be poorly formed.145 As the market begins to price in a
premium on a sustainability factor and penalise
unsustainability, investors can obtain alpha from the
mispricing between “high” and “low” sustainability assets.
In light of Chinese government’s explicit target setting
to transform the economy toward sustainability, its ability
to do so, and the budding investor interest, there is high
conviction that China’s capital markets will evolve fast
toward sustainability. However, the direction in which asset
pricing will be disequilibrated is less clear. The ensuring
mispricing could imply a generalised overvaluation of high
sustainability sectors such as healthcare and green
technology, accompanied by an undervaluation of low
sustainability assets such as in fossil fuels and industrials; or
the converse could be true, where the market
underappreciates the magnitude of the sustainability
demand.
The myriad factors that may pull the pricing in either
way suggest that the opportunity from mispricing will be at
the asset level that cannot be accessed with a top-down
perspective or sector play. For instance, faddish retail
overexuberance of the green technology sector might push
toward an overvaluation, but this may in fact correct chronic
short-termism of companies with strong fundamentals that
have large R&D costs. Sector effects may also be distorted
by the type of company, as SOEs and non-SOE face
different policy pressures in adapting toward sustainability.

See S. DellaVigna and J. Pollet, “Demographics and Industry Returns”, American Economic
Review, 97(5). They show that during fundamental market shifts, such as caused by changing
demographic, abnormal returns can be up to 8% a year. They conclude that this is consistent
with a model of inattention to information about the distant future.
145 Darrell Duffie’s 2010 presidential address to the American Finance Association describes
asset price dynamics caused by slow-moving capital.
144

The ratings problem
In theory, if the sustainability factor could be quantified and
made comparable across series, then the individual asset
could be valued using a top-down approach. This would
effectively allow passive managers to augment fundamental
perspectives not otherwise captured by financial metrics.
However, good quality ESG data will take time to develop.
The downside of the global enthusiasm toward ESG is
the fragmentation of ratings. There are over 450 ESG
metrics available from major data vendors and ratings
agencies, including MSCI, Bloomberg, Morningstar, S&P,
FTSE etc. Unfortunately, there is wide ratings disparity,
which could directly affect stock returns. A comprehensive
study has found that firms with higher dispersion in
environmental ratings tend to have higher future returns,
but disagreement on “S” and “G” ratings, which depend on
whether the jurisdiction is civil law or common law-based,
tends to have opposite impacts on stock returns.146
The ratings problems are accentuated in China, since the
ratings are at an even earlier stage of development. There is
very little historical comparison available as most of the
ratings have only been implemented in 2019. Among the
four top providers for CSI300 companies, 147 the
correlations are only 0.33 – compared to Moody’s and
S&P’s correlation of 0.99.148 This is unsurprising, since the
metrics used are typically qualitative, which gives greater
wiggle room (Section II). The popularity of the ESG topic
among management is not necessarily indicative of the
implementation of ESG practices, yet the number of
discussions or mentions in investor calls have been used to
proxy ESG attention and thus lead to higher scores. Also,
some sustainability transformations, if too expensive, may
simply be bad business decisions.
Low correlation of ESG ratings for CSI300 companies

Rajna Gibson, Philipp Krueger, and Peter S. Schmidt, “ESG Rating Disagreement and
Stock Returns”, European Corporate Governance Institute, Jun. 2020,
147 Sino-Securities, FTSE Russel, Syntao Green, and China Alliance of Social Value
Investment
148 Ibid. (Ping An, 2020)
146
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Using a fundamentals-driven approach to
evaluate the sustainability factor

unsustainability makes an ESG-specific lens doubly
important.

In the absence of quality ratings, a high-conviction,
fundamentals-based, and value-driven approach is essential
to capture critical information. This approach is in fact
inherent to ESG investing, because analysing ESG factors
– nonfinancial alternative data – is part of the usual due
diligence for any equity investor of illiquid assets or those
with a relatively long-time horizon. For instance, litigation
risks due to the nature of the company’s business model
(part of the “S”) can be fatal, while the quality of leadership
(part of the “G”) is a key lever for the growth potential of
the firm.

Conclusion

The threat of ESG risks, especially “E”, is highlighted by
China’s renewed rigour in enforcement, so investors must
update the expected cost of a company’s noncompliance.
This most directly affects companies that discharge
pollutants as stipulated by 2017’s regulation on “key
pollution entities” (Section II).
There is also information that would be very hard to
stylise. First, an asset’s sustainability potential is just as
important. The value in facially unsustainable assets may be
improved by adapting sustainable practices or by divesting
its unsustainable parts. Second, sustainability is not a
panacea for performance. A company that is overeager in
making adaptations, such as by investing to reform its
carbon intensive production, may incur undue opportunity
costs that lower its return on equity. Third, for
conglomerates, value could be uncovered through a sum of
parts analysis that looks individually at segmental
sustainability premia/discount.

There is high conviction in China’s comprehensive turn
toward sustainability. This top-down policy-driven shift is
an inevitable consequence of China’s economic upgrading
and changing demographic aspirations. While the
perception that China is a bad polluter is likely to persist,
foreign investors should be aware of the moving
fundamentals and adapt expectations accordingly.
The sustainability theme is synergistic with the ongoing
institutionalisation of China’s capital markets and the
transformation at the company level will help bring it in line
with the global demand for sustainability assets. This is good
news for foreign investors – given that China is still a fastgrowing economy, estimated to account for 20% of the
world’s economy by 2025, and with relatively low
correlation to Western economies, its alpha and
diversification value for global allocation cannot be ignored.
For China too, just as FDI had spurred China’s industrial
growth, foreign capital flows will now be vital for China’s
capital markets.
As China emerges to be a new polarity in world order,
a shifting balance of power will foreseeably cause China to
decouple to a degree from the US hegemon. In both
currency system and technology supply chain, there are
already emerging dynamics of zero-sum competition. But
sustainability is an island of calm amidst an ocean of
volatility. It offers capital market opportunities to both sides
that will foster fruitful relationships and strengthen
institutional norms in the world.

Changes in social and investor attitude are another
reason of higher risks of unsustainable practices. A good
illustration is Rio Tinto’s destruction of a 46,000-year-old
sacred Aboriginal shelter in Western Australia’s Juukan
Gorge this year. The board had at first backed the
management and issued a spurious reprimand with financial
penalties. This turned out to be a serious miscalculation as
a strong investor backlash forced the resignation of the
CEO and tarnished the company’s reputation. 149
Movements such as “Me Too” and Black Lives Matter also
brought on greater civil vigilance of corporate actions.
China is still a long way from a Me Too level reckoning, but
the government has at least symbolically recognised the
issue by adding a provision on sexual harassment to the new
civil code draft in Aug. 2018.150 The combination of value
from sustainability factor and the higher risks of

149

“Rio Tinto faces tough task to rebuild reputation”. FT. 12 Sept. 2020;

Simina Mistreanu, “China’s #MeToo Activists Have Transformed a Generation”, FP, 10
Jan. 2019
150
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This presentation is directed at and intended only for institutional, accredited and / or professional investors (as such term is defined in the
various jurisdictions). The information contained in this presentation does not, in any way, constitute investment advice. To the extent that
this presentation is circulated, it is intended to be circulated only to persons to whom it may lawfully be distributed, and any other person
who does not fall within such description may not act upon the information contained in this presentation.
This presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. Any products or services or
any securities referenced in this presentation may not be licensed in all jurisdictions, and no regulator or government authority has reviewed
this document or the merits of the products and services referenced herein. If you receive a copy of this presentation, you should note that
there may be restrictions or limitations to whom these materials may be made available.
The information in this presentation is believed to be materially correct as at the date hereof, but no representation or warranty (express or
implied) is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any of this information. Nothing set out in this presentation is or shall be relied upon
as a promise or representation as to the past or future. You are required to read this presentation carefully and your attention is also drawn
to the additional disclosures that are set out in this presentation. Do not duplicate or reproduce.
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